Let u be a solution of the heat equation which can be written as the difference of two non-negative solutions, and let v be a non-negative solution. A study is made of the behaviour of u(x, t)/v(x, t) as t -» 0+ . The methods are based on the Gauss-Weierstrass integral representation of solutions on R" X ]0, a[ and results on the relative differentiation of measures, which are employed in a novel way to obtain several domination, non-negativity, uniqueness and representation theorems. 
exists a.e. [| v |] on R", and is then equal to the Radon-Nikodym derivative of \i with respect to v. Similar results have been proved for harmonic functions, and in more general situations with different limits (see [3] for references), but further study of the behaviour of u/v, and application of the results about u/v, have apparently been neglected. In [3] , Brelot mentioned one simple application of an analogous result for harmonic functions. In [19] , new results and applications were given for Gauss-Weierstrass integrals, and the present paper contains further theorems, but generally of a different nature. We use the following basic result [19, Theorem 1] .
Let u = Wn and v = Wv, where v is non-negative, and let x e R". If v{B(x, r)) > 0 for all closed balls B(x, r) in R" with positive radius r, then u(B(x,r)) ,. . , u(x, t) ,.
u(x,t)
v (x,t) v{B{x,r))
The first theorem of the present paper is concerned with the upper and lower limits of the quotient n(B(x, r))/v(B(x, r)) as r -» 0 and, in view of the above result, it has immediate application to the relative behaviour of temperatures. We are thus able to prove some new domination, non-negativity, uniqueness and representation theorems for temperatures. These results include a multi-variable version of a theorem of Gehring [6, Theorem 10] , analogues of results for harmonic functions on a disc in the plane due to Bruckner, Lohwater and Ryan [4, Theorems 2 and 3], Hall [8, Theorem 4] , and Lohwater [12] , and a much more general version of a recent improvement for temperatures [15, Theorem 5] of a result of Krzyzanski [11, Theorem 5] .
In addition, we are able to compare the strengths of singularities of GaussWeierstrass integrals of singular and absolutely continuous measures. For example, it is well-known that, if ju({x}) = X ¥= 0 and u = Wfi, then u(x, t) ( 4irty n/2 \ as t -» 0, whereas if (i({x)) = 0 then u(x, t) = o{C" /2 ) as t -0. We shall show that, if v is non-negative and absolutely continuous, v = Wv, fi is non-negative and concentrated on the set where v(x, t) is unbounded as t -» 0, and u = Wp, then v(x, t) -o(u(x, t)) as t -» 0 for /x-almost every point x in R".
We also give two theorems which show that we can sometimes deduce from the behaviour of u/v that ju or v must be concentrated on some particular set.
Given x -( * , , . . . , x n ) £ R" and r > 0, we put \\x\\ = (
]/2 and B(x, r) -{y E R": IU -y\\ < r). Every measure in this paper is a locally finite, signed Borel measure on R". The letter m is used to denote Lebesgue measure on The following temperature occurs in several of our theorems. Given a number K > 0, we let V K denote the Gauss-Weierstrass integral of the function x H> exp(ic|UII 2 ) , that is,
Finally, if u is a temperature and v is a non-negative temperature such that u < v on R" X ]0, c[, then t; is called a positive thermic majorant of u on R" X ]0, c[. For details and references, see [18] .
Relative differentiation of measures
In this section we present several results on the behaviour of H(B(x, r))/v(B(x, r)) as r -» 0, which we require later. The lemmas are all due to Besicovitch [1, 2] , but one new theorem is also given. This result is proved, in the case n -2, in [1, Theorem 2] . As with all the results in [1, 2] , the proof carries over to the general case. This is a special case of [2, Theorem 3] . We now come to a new theorem, which generalizes and strengthens a result which was stated, without proof and for the case v -m only, by Rosenbloom in [13] . 
PROOF. For each non-negative integer k, let P k denote the set of all x for which Then (3) implies that 00 (5) U P k = R"
and (4) shows that
Let e > 0. To each x in P o there corresponds a positive null sequence {r,} such that
Krj<2-*£.
To each x G P k \ P k _, there corresponds a positive null sequence {/-,} such that
for all /.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018358
Let E be any bounded open set in R". Consider the family F of all balls B(x, r,) c E such that either x 6 E D P o and (7) holds, or x e E n (P k \P k^i ) and (8) holds. In view of (5) the family F covers E, and for each x G E there is a ball B(x, r) in F with arbitrarily small r. Therefore, by Lemma 3, there is a sequence [Cj) of disjoint members of F such that For each k > 0, let {T kj } denote the (possibly finite or empty) subsequence consisting of those C, whose centres lie in
Since e is arbitrary, it follows that /*(£) > 0. Therefore p + {E) > \>r{E) for all bounded open sets E. Using the regularity properties of /t + and n~, we deduce that /i + ( 5 ) > ju~(S) for every ju-measurable set S. This proves the theorem.
COROLLARY. Let n and v be measures on R" such that v is strictly positive. If
is finite whenever it exists, and is zero v-almost everywhere, then ju = 0.
PROOF. By Lemma 1, the limit in (9) exists and is finite ^-almost everywhere. Therefore the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied with (i itself, and also with JU replaced by -ft throughout. Hence both fi and -p are non-negative, and the corollary is proved.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018358 N. A. Watson [6] 
Some applications of Besicovitch's results
The results presented here are all consequences of the above lemmas and the fundamental inequalities in (2). We now use Theorem 2 to show that the initial singularities of Wp, where n is absolutely continuous with respect to m, are milder than those of a corresponding Wv with v singular with respect to m, at least p-a.e. ,t) ) ast^Q for v-almost every x G R".
PROOF. Since u{x, t) tends to a finite limit as t -» 0 for /w-almost every x in R", we see that m{Z) -0 and hence that jtt(Z) = 0. Since v is concentrated on Z, we deduce that ju and v are mutually singular, and the result now follows from Theorem 2.
The next theorem is analogous to certain results of Brelot [3] on various limits of quotients of positive harmonic or superharmonic functions.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018358 
THEOREM 5. Let u = W[i and v -Wv, where [i is non-negative and v is strictly positive, and put E = {x: u(x, t)/v(x, t) tends to a finite limit as t -» 0}

and S -{x: u(x, t)/v(x, t) tends to oo as t -> 0}.
Ifu(x,t) = o(v(x, t)) as t -* 0, for v-almost all x in E, then ju is concentrated on S.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018358 N.A.Watson [8] 
PROOF. If x $ S, then either (i) u{x, t)/v(x, t) tends to zero as t -> 0, or (ii) u(x, t)/v(x, t) tends to a finite, non-zero limit as t -» 0, or (iii) u(x, t)/v(x, t) tends neither to a limit nor to infinity. Let
Domination, non-negativity and uniqueness theorems for temperatures
We now present some immediate consequences of Theorem 1. 
uix^t) n(B(x,r))
lim sup -) r < lim sup ; ; ff
,_o v(x,t) r^y v(B(x,r))
for all x G R", so that (12) and (13) imply that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Hence ( i > 0 , and therefore u > 0.
As a consequence of Theorem 6, we can extend a result of Gehring [6, Theorem 10] to the case of an arbitrary n, and thus sharpen [18, Theorem 3] and extend [17, Theorem 5] to R" for all n. for p-almost every x G R". Another application of Theorem 6 now shows that u > 0, and the result is proved.
If we put v = m in Theorem 8, we obtain a strengthened form of a result which was announced, without proof, in [13] , and incorrectly demonstrated in [7] . See [15, page 278] for further details. The result is also analogous to one due to Lohwater [12, Corollary] for harmonic functions on a disc in the plane.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018358 Another interesting consequence of Theorem 6 is motivated by analogy with recent work of Kuran [10] . It implies that condition (15) in Theorem 9 can be weakened in a particular way, without affecting the conclusion of the theorem (cf. the proof of Theorem 8).
We first recall [16, Theorem 11] . for all x £ R", so that Theorem 6 gives the desired result.
In the next section we shall use Theorem 10 to prove some new representation theorems for temperatures.
[ii]
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Representation theorems
The theorems of this section feature a countable set C. We allow this set to be finite or empty, but retain the notation for a countably infinite set.
The first result is analogous to one due to Bruckner, Lohwater and Ryan [4, Theorem 3] 
for m-almost all x G R", and (19) liminfM(x,/) < oo for all x G R" \ C, then u can be written in the form and the result is proved.
Theorem 11 gives rise to another representation theorem, as follows.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700018358 There is a known representation theorem for a temperature h which satisfies (25). For n-1, it is proved in [9, page 206] . Combining this with Theorem 12, we obtain a more explicit representation of u.
